Current TAs

- **Admissions** -- [Emma Shimony](#), [Daniel Meyerson](#), [Benjamin Dukas](#), [Lea Epstein](#)
  
  *Communicate with prospective students to provide aid and assistance.*

- **Aafjes-van Doorn/Psychodynamic Process** (research) -- [Gabrielle Tolchin](#)
  
  Aafjes-van Doorn/EDPT Theory -- [Jessica Silverman](#)
  
  Aafjes-van Doorn/Research Methods/Interpersonal Therapy -- [Dan Gutterman](#)
  
  *Assist with student questions, preparing PDFs of class readings, and research projects.*

- **Békés/Self Psychology** -- [Gideon Nachman](#)
  
  Békés/Qualitative Research -- [Joanna Durso](#)
  
  Békés/Psychodynamic Process and Trauma (research) -- [Emma Shimony](#)
  
  Békés/Multicultural -- [Ariana Reichert](#)
  
  *Assist with research tasks and course preparation.*

- **Eubanks/Effective Psychotherapists** (research) -- [Lucy Walsh](#)
  
  Eubanks/Therapeutic Alliance -- [Jonathan Warren](#)
  
  Eubanks/Concepts of Psychotherapy -- [Elaine Budreck Hunter](#)
  
  Eubanks/Supervision -- [Hannah Schmitt](#)
  
  *Assist with research tasks and course preparation.*

- **Stavrou/Testing Library** -- [Nathan Krantz](#), [Jack Mangini](#), [Shira Levy](#)
  
  *Manages the various components that keep the testing library running, from checking in and checking out various testing instruments, managing the wait-list to keeping the library orderly and supplied with various assessments protocols.*

- **Gorlin/Integrating Research & Clinical Practice** -- [Joanna Durso](#)
  
  Gorlin/Psychopathology I -- [Rob Johnson](#)
  
  Gorlin/Moral Foundations of Change -- [Jonathan Warren](#)
  
  *Assist with research tasks and course preparation.*

- **Critchfield/Clinical Program** -- [Emily Matis](#), [Keara Mageras](#), [Courtney Townsend](#), [Cathryn Goldman](#), [Anna Greenblatt](#)
  
  *Assist with program-wide organization, tasks, and communication.*
• McGinn/Anxiety and Depression I -- Meredith Seewald
McGinn/Anxiety and Depression II -- Keara Mageras
McGinn/Vulnerability. Prevention and Treatment (research) -- Joy Shen
*Manage CBT curriculum, coordinate supervision assignments, and organize ABCT.*

• McGinn/Salton/Clinic-CBT -- Olivia Sahlman
McGinn/Salton/Clinic-CBT -- Stephanie La Gamma
*Screen for clients and manage all clinic responsibilities for CBT program.*

• Aafjes-Van Doom/Békés/Salton Clinic- PD TA -- Sarah Song
Aafjes-Van Doom/Békés/Salton Clinic- PD TA -- Zhaoyi Chen
*Manage all clinic responsibilities for PD program.*

• Salton/Clinic Assessment Outreach -- Julia Kirsch
*Manage assessment-related responsibilities for clinic.*

• Romanoff/Group Therapy & Israeli/Family & Couples Therapy -- Lauren Sweitzer
**TA for couples and family class and group therapy class**

• Passman/Clinical Interviewing -- Caroline Capute
*Assists in preparing course materials, leads workshops for students, reviews students’ intake reports and provide feedback about clinical writing, and handles various administrative task*

• Quigley/Cognitive Therapy -- Caroline Capute
Quigley/Statistics -- Stephanie La Gamma
Quigley/Statistics -- Gabriella Silverstein
Quigley/Data Analysis -- TBD
Quigley/Cognitive Process in A&D (research) -- Jonathan Warren
*Assist with student questions, grading, and student projects.*

• Roberts/RA -- Tara Agneshwar
Roberts/RA -- Monica Kansas
*Assist with research tasks.*

• Roberts/Assessment -- Christine Bushell
Roberts/Assessment -- Hannah Weiner
Roberts/Assessment -- Tara Agneshwar
Roberts/Assessment -- Florence Lau
Roberts/Assessment -- Jessica Silverman
*Run lab sessions for 4-5 first year students that allow hands on exposure to and practice with the WAIS-IV and various other indicators of cognitive functioning.*
• Sala/Behavior Therapy -- **Sarah Horne**
  Sala/Cognitive and Affective Bases of Behavior -- **Melanie Kressel**
  Sala/RA -- **Danielle Kahn**
  *Assist with research tasks and course preparation.*

• Schumpf/Professional Seminar/Externship/Internship/Clinical Training -- **Hannah Samson**
  Schumpf/Professional Seminar/Externship/Internship/Clinical Training -- **Liorah Rubinstein**
  *Act as a liaison between faculty and students, and assist Dr. Schumpf in various tasks.*

• Zweig/Assessment -- **Meredith Seewald**
  Zweig/Assessment -- **Rachel Czosniak**
  *Review/evaluate practice batteries, deliver workshops, mentoring of and liaison with students.*

• Zweig/Gero/Personality Assessment and Depression in OA -- **Alejandra Zamora**
  *Oversees geropsychology component of the Parnes Clinic, assist in geropsychology training program, and act as liaison between Program Director and students, faculty, or others.*